
 
 

 
Tools:

Sharp knife / sharpener
Dunking gloves

Shrink Bags / ziplock bags
Chill tank
Dunk tank

Plastic apron or trash bag
Ice

Bucket
Dish soap

 
 
Preparation
Prepare a pot of water to 150 degrees. Add a slight amount of dish soap to the water.
Prepare a cold water chill tank
It is preferred to have the chickens withdrawn from food 12 hours before processing
Clean processing area & disinfect

Slaughter
Hang the chicken upside down in the killing cone and cut the carotid artery swiftly on both sides trying not to
cut the trachea. When the bird is deceased, dunk for 60 seconds in the water bath.  Send through plucker with
water spray until done.
 
Eviscerate
Feet: Remove the feet by cutting between knuckle bones with a knife or poultry shears – place in water bucket



 
Eviscerate
Feet: Remove the feet by cutting between knuckle bones with a knife or poultry shears – place in water bucket
 
Head: Remove the head at the location where the carotid artery was cut by using scissors – place in compost
bucket
 
Neck / crop: To remove the neck, place the bird neck in your left hand, put your left thumb on top of the bird
neck; pushing down with the thumb, move skin / crop to the right. Insert pouiltry scissors through the skin and
cut through the neck. Remove the neck and place it in water bucket. Carefully detach crop from right breast
along with excess neck skin and remove with knife.
 
Body Cavity: Place bird on its back with tail facing you. Using a knife, cut through the skin and dermal layer
from the base of the breast bone, down to just above the anus. It is helpful to us the angle parallel to the skin
with the blade away from the bird so as not to cut the intestines. Reach in a remove gizzard carefully. Using a
knife, open and remove debris and liner. Place gizzard in bucket.
Using your right hand, place the liver in your hand and thrust in, grab and pull. This will get the liver and heart
out. Remove the gall bladder from the liver by pinching and pulling. Place heart and liver in water bucket.
Remove intestines and cut around anus to keep encapsulated. Remove lungs using a sweeping left / right
motion. Remove kidneys by running fingers along either side of the backbone. If male, remove testicles. Rinse
bird and place in chill tank.
Cutting up chicken
Please note: For tenderness purposes, it is preferred to let the chicken go through a state of rigor and then back
out again.

Safety cuts first!! This helps to balance the bird. Cut a 3” incision in the skin where the “knee” of the chicken
is attached to the breast. Bend back the thighs on both sides to disengage. This causes the thighs to lay flat on
the processing table

. 



. 

Boneless / skinless breast: Peel back breast skin. Cut along the left side of the breast bone following along the
ribs and wish bone. Do this for both sides. For split chicken breast – skip this step

 
Thighs / Drums: Follow along back bone and go in between joint to remove leg quarter. Cut between drum and
thigh at the fat line or leave whole. Do this for both sides

 

Wings: Follow along back bone and go in between joint to remove wing. Do this for both sides

 
Split chicken breast: Cut along fat lines and through ribs toward wing joint. Pull back on carcass and remove.
Cut a slit on the underside of the chicken breast. Turn breast face up and push down hard splitting the breast.
Using shears, cut through breast bone separating two breast pieces.
 
 
Trim!!! – There is almost a half of a pound of trim from each chicken. Makes great sausage or stir fry!
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Save the carcass / fee / neck  for bone broth
 

 
 
 
 
Homemade Processing station
Hose – 25’ +
1.5” PVC pipe – 8’ 
Large canning pot
2 Saw horses
Drill
1 2x4x4 boards to mount road cones
6’ countertop from Habitat for Humanity  $20
Handle Sprayer      $10
Road cones – trim to fit chicken (2)   $21
Plucker tip for drill bit (bonus)    $40
Shrink bags – www.poultryshrinkbags.blogspot.com $20   (25 chickens)
 
Cut a 2” hold in the center of the countertop toward the backsplash. Run hose through the pvc pipe until there is
4’ exposed hose. Run the pvc pipe through the countertop. Place countertop on sawhorses and attached sprayer
hose.
Attach board 4’ high on post. Attach cones upside down on post using screws.
 
Useful links:
NC State poultry exeptions - http://www.ncagr.gov/meatpoultry/  -- 1,000 / 20,000 poultry exemption
Cutting up a chicken: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSvzRyu2h5g
Lumnah acres backyard processing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qL_YaQLL9xQ
Joel Salatin processing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVFnR_EkUdA
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